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Abstract-A digital stereo photogrammetric system was de- wavelength corresponding to an acoustic frequency of 45
signed and implemented to measure seafloor roughness in coastal kHz-i.e., the Bragg wavelength for 45 kHz. Ripple-like
sands. High-resolution images that achieve more than four patterns were created for treatments parallel, perpendicular,
pixels/mm in either the horizontal or vertical dimension are
created by two cameras sealed in watertight housings and and 30 degrees to the transmitted direction of acoustic energy
actuated simultaneously by a scuba diver. A Digital Elevation from a variable frequency (20 to 150 kHz) transducer mounted
Model (DEM) of the photographed sea floor is created from on a 4.8-m-high, moveable, underwater tower. Divers made
digital autocorrelation of left and right paired images. The DEM the ripple patterns in a 2 m-by-2 m quadrat 10 m from the
is used to estimate a 2D roughness power spectrum, from which tower resulting in
are derived parameters of the spectral exponent and spectral , a grazing angle of about 28 degrees to the
strength that are used as inputs in high-frequency acoustic desired target. Upon creating the microroughness, and
scattering models. subsequently thereafter at various time intervals, divers were to

document the seafloor morphology with underwater
I. INTRODUCTION photogrammetry.

An important component of the Sediment Acoustic Prior to and during SAX04 Hurricanes Frances, Ivan, and

EXperiment 2004 (SAX04) conducted in the northeastern Gulf Jeanne, as well as Tropical Storm Matthew, interrupted the

of Mexico during September-November of 2004 was to collection of data. Furthermore, underwater visibility during

investigate the acoustic scattering from the rippled sea floor, the experiments was hampered by material suspended in the

In situ manipulative experiments were conducted to determine water from these storms that rendered photogrammetry

the effects of dynamic seafloor roughness on high-frequency ineffectual. In addition to the lack of water clarity, another

acoustic scattering, with particular emphasis on the effects of obstacle encountered was a result of the most intense of the

degradation of sand ripples on temporal decorrelation of storms (Ivan) coming ashore within 100 km of the experiment

scattering strength measurements. This experiment ws site-the draping of lagoonal mud onto the surface of the sand

conducted in moderately well sorted, medium quartz sand [2]. Subsequent reworking of the mud deposit by wave action

(mean diameter: 0.360 mm) with 40- to 95-cm wavelength created a patchy distribution of mud and sand that presented a

sand ripples. The site was located about 1.4 km offshore of non-uniform surface from which to collect environmental and

Fort Walton Beach, Florida in 16.5 m of water [1]. acoustic data. Although the divers were able to manipulate the

The experimental approach for ascertaining the effects of sea floor and the acoustic data were collected, only a few

changing seafloor roughness on acoustic scattering was to have photographs of the sea floor were taken and none of them

divers deliberately rake the sand surface in situ with saw-tooth depicted the raked microroughness or the degraded raked

tools, creating quasi-sinusoidal microroughness with spacing microroughness. As a consequence of the poor visibility and

between adjacent ridges of 1.92 cm and height of about 1 cm. less-than-pristine sand sea floor encountered during SAX04,

The spacing was chosen to approximate half of a digital stereo photography was planned to be conducted by
divers on re-creations of the manipulations when water clarity

This work was supported by the Office of Naval Research, Ocean Acoustics improved sufficiently for high-resolution photogrammetry at
Program and by the Naval Research Laboratory, program element N602782N. the same site.
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From the digital stereo photographs the 3D surface of the sea
floor can be realized; from the 3D realization a 2D roughness
power spectrum can be estimated; from the roughness power
spectrum the spectral exponent and spectral strength
parameters corresponding to the slope and intercept of
regression lines calculated at the appropriate azimuths of the
roughness orientations can be derived [3]; and from the two
parameters describing the roughness spectrum at the
appropriate orientations inputs to acoustic scattering models
can be determined [4]. Ultimately, the predictions of the scat-
tering models can be compared with the acoustic scattering
data collected during SAX04.

II. DESCRIPTION OF CAMERA SYSTEM

The digital stereo camera system is constructed of two
Kodak DCS Pro SLR/n digital cameras with 28-mm Nikkor
lenses mounted in watertight aluminum canisters with 15.2-
cm-diameter dome ports (Fig. 1). The dimensions of the cani-
sters (wall thickness = 2.54 mm) provide a maximum operable
water depth in sea water (287 m) well beyond the depth limit
of the acrylic dome ports (61 m) as well as scuba diving limits
(30-40 m). The two 18.5-cm-long, 23-cm-diameter cylindrical
canisters are separated by a 47.5-cm distance measured from
left and right camera image planes. These canisters containing Figure 1. The NRL digital stereo camera system mounted on a tub-
the cameras are tilted inward toward each other at 10 degrees ular aluminum frame and including two Ikelite strobes mounted
from vertical to ensure a 95x67-cm image overlap area at a outboard ofthe 95x67-cm overlap field of view.

distance of 96 cm from the sea floor.
Two Ikelite 11 0-watt-second strobes mounted on either side The cameras and strobes use separate, rechargeable batteries

of the 2.7-cm-diameter, tubular aluminum frame provide and each camera writes 13.5-megabyte (4500 by 3000 pixels)
sufficient lighting for the image pairs. The strobes are images to removable memory cards capable of storing up to
configured to be 72 cm from the subject and the 79 cm from 1.5-gigabytes in each camera. In practice, the compact flash
the camera and at a low angle, by having the right camera and multi media cards in each camera together will accept
image illuminated from the left strobe and vice versa. This nearly 100 images. Thus, the digital photogrammetry can be
configuration avoids "hot spots" from having the strobe too conducted independently by divers and free from constraints
close to the subject, yet affords reduced scattering from presented by cables or tether to ships. The weight in water of
suspended matter in the water by allowing the light to approach the entire system is only 4.1 kg, due to the buoyancy provided
the subject at a shallow angle 44 cm from the sea floor. Each by the canisters and the tubular, 28-mm-diameter, aluminum
camera is manually set before the dive at an ISO setting of 160, frame. Both cameras and both strobes are actuated nearly
a shutter speed of 1/60 s, and an f-stop of 16. These settings simultaneously by a diver-operated, spring-loaded button on
balance a minimum of image noise with an acceptable depth of the handle located centrally above the canisters. The time lag
field in the image. The strobe flash intensity is adjustable, with between image collection of the two cameras is a fraction of a
adequate lighting achieved at half intensity in water depths less second and should not allow changes to the sea floor to occur
than 10 m (in daylight) and full intensity below 10 m. The during the lag that would cause errors in the generation of a
focal length setting on the 28-mm lenses is manually fixed at digital elevation model. The buoyancy, weight distribution,
the distance determined from the "autofocus" feature when and drag of the camera system are designed to minimize diver
operating the system underwater in a test tank. In this way, the effort during swimming to conduct the close-range underwater
precise focal length of the lenses for photogrammetry photography.
calibration is determined to a hundredth of a millimeter. The The imaging sensor used in the digital cameras is a 12-bit
lens ports are not flat, thus obviating "port-vignetting" and Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) that
"pincushion distortion" that reduce the angle of coverage of the covers a 24-by-36-mm image area, equivalent in size to 35-mm
recorded image. The dome-shaped port is a concentric lens film. This imager enables wide-angle, digital, underwater
that acts as an additional element to the AF Nikkor 28-mm photography without the focal length magnification that occurs
F/2.8D camera lens. Use of dome ports significantly reduces with a Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) and provides sufficient
problems of refraction, radial distortion, and axial/chromatic resolution for characterizing microroughness relevant to high-
aberrations that affect image quality, frequency acoustic scattering [5]. At the full resolution at



which the camera sensors are capable, images are composed of 0

just over four pixels per mm. CMOS sensors also require less 20 -
power than CCD sensors, thus allowing for practical appli-
cation of digital cameras for battery-powered operations where
the power demand extends from when the cameras are sealed 50c

in the canisters until the last photograph is taken.
Other important features of the digital camera system 5Zinclude a digital directional compass with an LCD and shades -z

protecting the dome ports. The compass can be mounted on a 6:1o0(0
horizontal section of the frame in the field of view aligned such
that the diver is facing the direction indicated on the LCD. It
provides the orientation (in 5' increments) of the photographs,
which is valuable for relating anisotropic seafloor roughness 150-

500 1000 1500 2000
orientation to acoustic projector azimuth. The dome port shade Pixel Number
provides not only a reduction of refracted light into the camera
sensor from the water but protection of the surface of the Pixel error = [0.6359, 0.6286]
plastic dome from scratches. Focal Length = (3760.3, 3768.6)

Princioal Point = (2250.62. 1488.13)
III. CALIBRATION AND DEM PRODUCTION Skew = 0.001238

Radial coefficients = (-0.1202, 0.1126, 0)
Images written to the memory cards are saved as "raw" Tangential coefficients = (0.0001422, -0.001795)

Kodak proprietary files. These proprietary files are converted Figure 3. Distortion model (upper left quadrant) for the right camera. Image

to Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) via Kodak software center and principal point (right, bottom) are marked "x" and "o", respectively.

before processing of the images for photogrammetry can points of the stereo paired images. Before the corresponding
proceed. The TIFF is preferable to JPEG format, which, due to points of ester e p aied images Beor t e crreso d
compression of the image, causes unequal file sizes for the left points are established, the camera images must be calibrated
and right stereo images. Before the 2D height field, or Digital fordi rto inrte a e lenses.Elevation Model (DEM), is produced from the stereo images, In order to calibrate the two cameras of the digital stereo

camera system, a checkerboard pattern composed of 5-cmthe images must be rectified and the resultant images must black p pundego steeo orreatin, backand white squares was affixed to a glass plate and
Image rectification is essential for stereo image systems that photographed underwater. The checkerboard pattern, visibleImae ectfiatin s esetia fr sero iag sytes tatfrom both cameras, was used to construct left and right

have a convergent geometry as the NRL system has. In image distortion models from which the intrinsic and extrinsic
rectification the image is transformed such that the effects of rom oth camer as use contuted rightcamera orientation with respect to the sea floor are removed, parameters of the cameras are calculated using Bouguet's
cametransfori ation withocessdpens t on known corresponding camera calibration toolbox [6]. The contours in Figs. 2 and 3The transformation process depends oare lines of equal displacement between original distorted

0 _- image coordinates and corrected image coordinates (only one

0quadrant from each camera is shown). The interior camera
parameters obtained by the calibration algorithm are listed
below each quadrant. The exterior, interior, and distortion para-

50 meters from each camera are essential for calculation of errors.
The errors are differences (in pixels) between extracted grid

n comer coordinates and the respective coordinates calculated by
Z re-projecting the known grid-comer positions using the set of

S1006 exterior, interior and distortion parameters. An example of the
re-projection of grid points for one of the left calibration
images is shown in Fig. 4. The extracted grid comers are
marked with red crosses and the grid comer positions

150 000 100calculated by re-projection are marked with blue circles. The
500 1000 1500 2000 deviation of the image of the grid from the green lines, which

are orthogonal, straight lines, indicates some slight radial
Pixel error = [0.6247, 0.5948]
Focal Length = (3763.62, 3769.2) distortion in the image. A close-up view of the effects of radial
Principal Point = (2241.62,1492.67) distortion on the camera image is shown in Fig. 5, where the
Skew = 0.001567
Radial coefficients = (-0.1216, 0.1029, 0) deviation of the grid appearance from the orthogonal green
Tangential coefficients = (-8.464e-005, 0.0002675) lines, as well as the differences between the location of the grid

Figure 2. Distortion model (upper left quadrant) for the left camera. Image corers and the location of the re-projected grid corers are
center and principal point (right, bottom) are marked "x" and "o", respectively, apparent.
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Figure 7. Re-projection errors for the right camera image. Different
4W color symbols indicate different positions of the calibration grid.

4W Once the calibration of the images has been completed the
W images undergo registration, in which the orientation effects

are removed. Comparison of the left and right registered
z images with automatic stereo correlation, using a technique

called area-based matching, results in the derivation of the
N relative height differences of the photographed sea floor [3].
10 7IV. SEAFLOOR MANIPULATION AND DOCUMENTATION

Photographs of raked sand were collected from Vortex
Springs, FL in December 2005 and from south of the SAX041ooo DO a1o0o 12oo 13Mo 148o

Pixel Nmbe;' site in May 2006 (Figs 8, 9). A recent algae bloom degraded
Figure5. Close-up view of Fig. 4 to show the error due to distortion, under-water visibility near the sea floor at the SAX04 site,

rendering the photographs useless for photogrammetry. Digital
Calibration photos were taken in five positions (flat; and redinthpoogasuelsfr oormeryDgtl
Citi oned peftrighotos we botae win h fiespoitions (at;e ad Elevation Models composed of 3D arrays of position (x, y) and

tilted left, right, top and bottom) with respect to the fixed hih z auswr osrce rmatcreaino iia

geometryheight (z) values were constructed from autocorrelation of digital

between the real comer and the re-projected corer at each grd image pairs from the Vortex Springs site. 2D roughness power
spectra are estimated from the array values, taking care to taper the

vertex for all positions and duplicates indicates a relatively data array to reduce spectral leakage [3]. These 2D roughness
tight cluster with some outlying values (Figs. 6, 7). spectra are expected to quantify the regular ripple-like patterns

+ ' created by the divers in terms of roughness power (dB cm 4) as
1.5- +* t- +

1 ++
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Figure 6. Re-projection errors for the left camera image. Different Figure 8. Left camera image of raked sand at Vortex Springs, FL
color symbols indicate different positions of the calibration grid. on December 1, 2005. Spacing between grooves is 1.92 cm.



diver-generated ripples, and this regular microtopography
should be reflected in the 2D roughness spectrum as a
definitive peak in the spatial frequency domain at 0.52
cycles/cm. The wavelength of the "artificial" ripples is
approximately the "Bragg wavelength" given by 2/2.cos9 for
45 kHz, where 0 is the incident angle.

Model predictions of scattering strengths were made for the
various acoustic frequencies as a function of grazing angle
using the parameters from 2D roughness spectra generated
from a previous (SAX99) set of roughness data. The largest
peak in predicted scattering strength occurred at the frequency
of 45 kHz at the grazing angle of 28 degrees corresponding to
the location of the raked sea floor experiment [7]. This
predicted peak is about 20 dB above predictions for the
frequencies above and below the Bragg resonant frequency.

Figure 9. Right camera image of raked sand near the SAX04 Although the predicted scattering strength compares closely
site off Ft. Walton Beach, FL on May 22, 2006. Note scatter with the measured scattering strength, there are some

from suspended matter in water that degraded the image.wih te maud sctrng teghhre re oe
uncertainties due to measurement errors. More rigorous model-

a function of 2D spatial frequency. Slices through the 2D power data comparisons would require the processing of the most

spectra yield azimuth-dependent periodograms of 2D roughness recent digital stereo photographs taken at Vortex Springs.

power as a function of spatial frequency that resemble ID power Estimation of the 2D roughness power spectrum from the DEMs

spectra. The slope and intercept of power-law regressions from produced from stereo correlation of images of the raked sea floor

these periodograms can be used as parameters of spectral would eliminate the uncertainty in the value of the width of the

exponent and spectral strength, respectively, for estimating spectra peak representing the "artificial" ripple and would allow

scattering strength as a function of azimuth angle from the first- an examination of frequency dependence in the model.
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